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TRANSACTIONAL
EMAIL
OVERVIEW
Transactional email software delivers email
notifications in response to actions taken by
users. For instance, a welcome message after
the creation of a new social network
account, an email receipt for an e-commerce
purchase, or an acknowledgement email for
a fresh newsletter subscription. Companies
use this platform to automate personalized
or customized emails as transactions
happen. You can also utilize it to monitor
metrics like emails delivered, received,
bounced, and opened, as well as the results
of your campaigns.
Transactional email software is helpful for
teams managing public relations, marketing,
sales, and customer retention. It smoothly
integrates with other tools like e-commerce,
email marketing, social media, and CRM
solutions to maximize its effectiveness.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking
is based on data from our customer reference
platform, market presence, web presence, & social
presence as well as additional data aggregated from
online sources and media properties. Our ranking
engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report
rankings. The overall Customer Success ranking is a
weighted average based on 3 parts:
Content Score is affected by:
1. Total # of vendor generated customer
references (case studies, success stories,
testimonials, and customer videos)
2. Customer reference rating score

Customer Success Report
Award Levels

Market Leader
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market share.
Leaders have the highest ratio of customer
success content, content quality score, and social
media presence relative to company size.

3. Year-over-year change in amount of customer
references on FeaturedCustomers platform
4. Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers
platform
5. Total # of customer reference views on
FeaturedCustomers platform
Market Presence Score is affected by:
1. Social media followers including LinkedIn,
Twitter, & Facebook
2. Vendor momentum based on web traffic and
search trends

Top Performer
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with significant
market presence and resources and enough
customer reference content to validate their vision.
Top Performer's products are highly rated by its
customers but have not achieved the customer
base and scale of a Market Leader.

3. Organic SEO key term rankings
4. Company presence including # of press
mentions
Rising Star
Company Score is affected by:
1. Total # of employees (based on social media
and public resources)
2. Year-over-year change in # of employees over
past 12 months
3. Glassdoor ranking
4. Venture capital raised

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that does not
have the market presence of Market Leaders or
Top Performers, but understands where the market
is going and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to establish
momentum and a minimum amount of customer
reference content along with a growing social
presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Transactional Email software based on the
FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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OVERALL BEST
OF TRANSACTIONAL EMAIL
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT SENDGRID
SendGrid has developed a cloud based service that
solves the challenge of email delivery by delivering
emails on behalf of companies. SendGrid eliminates
the complexity of sending email, saving time and
money, while providing reliable delivery to the
inbox. With over a decade of thought-leadership
backed by a stellar record of delivering email,
SendGrid is climbing to new heights.

127
Customer references from
happy SendGrid users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“SendGrid was super easy to implement and our results are amazing. Whereas we used to spend a few hours a week on
email management, we no longer have to dedicate any time or resources to the matter. The delivery rates for our
newsletter and transactional emails are close to 100% and our bookings are up 50% since we’ve been on the SendGrid…
Alix Taffle
Co-Founder, Morning Croissant

"Email is a foundational component to the apps that we build. In addition to notifications, we
send account verification emails to confirm a user’s registration to our client’s app. These are
crucial to onboarding users, and it’s really important that we do that successfully."
Fran Thomas
Co-founder and Technical Director, cloudThing

“Keeping confirmation and reminder emails out of spam folders is absolutely critical to us, our customers and to our
customers’ customers. Since moving our email to SendGrid, both our delivery and response rates have dramatically
improved. We particularly value our newfound ability to understand our delivery status and the ability for our customer…
Kate Hyslop
Head of Marketing, Booking Bug

"SendGrid’s flexible APIs provided the tools to integrate our two platforms in a way that
protected our customers’ private information and ensured maximum email handling."
David Stys
Senior Vice President, Product Development, Turnkey Sports and Entertainment
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2020 MARKET LEADERS
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT MAILGUN
Mailgun is a developer-focused email delivery platform that
empowers companies to send, receive, and track transactional and
marketing emails through an API. Founded in 2010, Mailgun became
a Y-Combinator success story later acquired by Rackspace. In
February 2017, Mailgun spun back out as a standalone business
focused on building best-in-class email deliverability solutions.
Mailgun enables developers to tightly integrate email into their apps,
i.e. give real email mailboxes to their users, their web pages or any
objects in their apps. Customers like Slack, Lyft, Github, and Reddit
rely on Mailgun to deliver email to their customers.

43
Customer references from
happy Mailgun users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"We use Mailgun to send all our email, from daily newsletters to password reminders. Email is
our most important marketing vehicle, and with the experts at Mailgun handling everything, we
thankfully never have to worry about email deliverability or infrastructure again."
Grubwithus

"Mailgun allows us to do efficient customer service and notification emails to our user base with
its SMTP and rate limiting support. We no longer have the nagging worry that our own SMTP
servers are being marked as spam. Their customer support has been phenomenal in getting us
ramped up."
Spool

"We use Mailgun Routes to update our internal dashboard and status site from alert
emails from Pingdom. Our experience has been great. Easy to setup and the service has
been rock-solid."
37Signals

"All email sent via UserVoice goes through Mailgun. Mailgun also handles incoming email for our ticket system. Handling
incoming email is where Mailgun really shines. In particular: All emails are converted to UTF-8; There's always a plain
(text only) version of the email sent to us, even if the original email only included HTML; They offer a 'stripped-text' field,
which lets us easily see the new part of an email thread. Also, pretty great support."
UserVoice
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT POSTMARK
Postmark delivers your transactional email to your
customers, on time every time. Your emails are
important, get them to the inbox. Trusted by
thousands of developers, Postmark is a fast and
reliable transactional email service.

60
Customer references from
happy Postmark users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“I’ve used Postmark before, and one of the things I love is it scales to each project. Even
when I’ve only sent a few emails a day with other projects, I still got every feature
Postmark offers. This makes it really easy to scale up email by purchasing extra credits
as you need them, without having to worry about overages or paying for email we don’t
use in a month on a big monthly plan.”
Ryan Wood
CTO, MoonClerk

"We use Postmark for the important emails: password resets, order confirmations, email
confirmations. These are the emails our users, and their customers, can’t afford to miss."
Spencer Fry
Founder, Podia

"Postmark has made it easier to help our customers because of its accessible and
detailed activity log, which means we get better information faster."
Kate Reynier
Customer Success Team Lead, YouCanBook.me
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2020 TOP PERFORMERS
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT MAILJET
Mailjet is an all-in-one solution to send, track and deliver both
marketing and transactional emails. Its cloud-based infrastructure is
unique and highly scalable with a proprietary technology that
optimises email deliverability. Mailjet can be accessed either via an
easy-to-use online drag-and-drop interface or via APIs that allow
developers to integrate its features within their online app or
service, or its sophisticated SMTP relay. Mailjet has offices worldwide
(including Paris, London, Berlin and New York) and 40k+ clients and
partners across the 150 countries.
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Customer references from
happy Mailjet users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Unlike our previous email service providers, Mailjet has helped us to solve all our email issues. They provide excellent
service with delivery analytics and help us to troubleshoot any issues that we may have. We love their proactive and
professional approach. Mailjet successfully handles our issues with priority, with our business in mind.”
Juho Harmaa
CCO, Lyyti

“Mailjet provides our system with an exceptional emailing service, not only for transmitting transactions, but also for
increasing users’ commitment and conversion of registers. The main reason that persuaded us to choose Mailjet was
undoubtedly that it’s the supplier that provides us with the highest degree of email deliverability through its email…
Alejandro Torres
Marketing Director, Unsheeping

“Mailjet has been able to perfectly meet our needs for a strong technical partnership. This includes the
openness of their solution (API and SMTP), personalized communications and contact people, and strong
infrastructure that meets our requirements for managing and protecting data.”
Norman Pracht
Marketing & Product Director, Webmecanik

"The icing on the cake is that some deliverability best practices are built in and others are easy for us to
automate on our own, making sender reputation management a breeze for us. For example, if someone
marks one of our emails as spam, their address is automatically removed from our mailing lists."
Pierre-Antoine Passet
Chief Product Officer, Sketchfab
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT SENDINBLUE
Sendinblue is now an all-in-one sales and marketing platform.
In early June 2019, they unveiled what is probably the biggest
update to their product and brand since the company was
founded in 2012. From the beginning, they've always aimed to
help SMBs grow. Now, they have scaled up, adding a
collection of new marketing and sales features to help new
businesses get off the ground. These features include
customer relationship management (CRM) software,
Facebook ads, retargeting display ads, live chat, and
collaborative mailboxes for teams.
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Customer references from
happy Sendinblue users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"After benchmarking and testing some similar solutions, we finally chose Sendinblue since it provided the best fit for our
needs and performance criteria, the responsiveness of its customer service, the deliverability of e-mails, and the time
saved thanks to the platform. We are pleased to be able to take advantage of their best practices in IP management…
Stéphanie Bouzitat Vergues
Chief Marketing Officer, Françoise Saget

"I love creating campaigns with the drag & drop builder! I just choose a template, then
customize the design how I want."
Benjamin Latour
Marketer, CrossFit Calmeta

“Sendinblue has allowed us to take our email marketing initiatives to the next level. With responsive design and the
transactional email option, we are now sending powerful emails to our customers in the moments that matter most.
Thank you Sendinblue for creating an easy to use email platform – we have been so happy!”
Kate Sanderlin
Marketing Manager, 3 Men Movers

"I added Sendinblue to my eCommerce site in a few clicks! Now I can automate
campaigns and track conversions in real-time."
Julien Bergis
Co-Founder, Les Raffineurs
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT SPARKPOST
SparkPost is the world’s #1 email sender, trusted to
send 37% of the world's B2C email. Their
data-driven platform optimizes email performance
and helps leading enterprises drive top-line results.
The SparkPost Email Delivery Platform is built to
help your business deliver more value. It has a wide
variety of features to choose from.
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Customer references from
happy SparkPost users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“We chose to work with PowerMTA because they were able to provide us the tools to offer our customers reliable,
high-volume delivery, powerful features, and general ease of use. Port25’s friendly approach, both pre-sale and
after-sale, have remained consistent over the years, and their very responsive support allows us to offer our clients the…
Gurjeet Dhillon
Managing Director, Campaign Master (UK)

"SparkPost’s API and reliability have been solid. SparkPost can handle surges in our email
volume any time those bursts occur, such as when we need to deliver messages for the
time-sensitive weekend open house and buying cycle."
Justin Farris
Director of Product, Zillow

“SparkPost provides us with the real-time email metrics we need. We can dynamically adjust our
content and how we send email based on live feedback. All messages are one-to-one, based on
users’ interests."
Seth Weisfeld
Engagement Manager, Pinterest

“SparkPost’s delivery mechanism is robust and fast. The messages actually get delivered, hit the
inbox, and are authenticated properly. It’s incredibly important that these messages don’t go to
spam. SparkPost helps us make sure the people that really need the information receive it.”
Ty Rocca
Lead Software Engineer, Quorum
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2020 RISING STARS
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT GREENARROW
GreenArrow is for senders with lofty goals. When
you choose GreenArrow, you get better control
over your technology. You gain clearer visibility
into the results and they always offer their personal
support when you need it. They give you the tools
and knowledge to better connect to subscribers
and grow a more effective business.
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Customer references from
happy GreenArrow users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"I am extremely happy with both the software and the service. We're sending at least three
times faster than we did with our previous email platform. The software is extremely easy to use
and the service we've received is amazing."
Mark Kupferman
Vice President, Insights & Interactive Marketing, Six Flags

“GreenArrow is a reliable workhorse that sends out considerable email volumes with
ease, allowing our team to focus on things that matter.”
Robert Coleman
OffTheBack

"Unlike typical mailing software systems, our customers benefit from high speed and high volume deliveries with the
added benefits of automated and configurable Bounce Processing, delivery and speed throttling at the ISP level, private
virtual mail servers for each of our clients, and more. Additionally, DRH's detailed deliverability analysis capabilities…
Peter Roebuck
President of Marketing, All Web Promotion

"Spikemail chose GreenArrow over a number of competitors to partner with for our email delivery platform. Their team is
by far the best technical department to support the email campaigns for our clients in New Zealand to send to recipients
worldwide. Their ability to interface with ISPs across the globe and provide outstanding customer service is second to…
Glenn Edley
CEO, Spike
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT SMTP2GO
SMTP2GO's mission is to provide the fastest, most
reliable SMTP service on the market, while
supporting the community and environment. With
data centers in the USA and Europe, their
customers span over 130 countries. SMTP2GO is
proud to have featured in the Deloitte Technology
Fast 500 Asia/Pacific every year from 2012 to 2016.
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Customer references from
happy SMTP2GO users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"SMTP2GO has made configuration and administration of all email communications a breeze with great reporting
capability. We have used SMTP2GO for all system generated email including all campaign driven email communications
across our entire South East Asian business. I highly recommend SMTP2GO to anyone who wants to centralize their…
Darren Simpson
Virgin Active

"SMTP2GO allows me to not have to worry about setting up, securing, and maintaining a mail server. The simple yet
powerful reporting interface gives me the important information about my emails without any hassles. SMTP2GO also
does a great job of handling things like spam reports, unsubscribes, and bounced emails. Considering all of these…
Nathan Dawson
VScreen

"The reports are easy to read, and the website is easy to navigate. SMTP2GO is a sure-fire way to stabilize your outgoing
email and get back to work making money. Thank you! Ever since we teamed up with SMTP2GO, we get notified if any
machine in our extended network has an issue with spam due to a virus or vulnerability. It also gives us the confidence…
Andy Pizer
Millennium Alliance Group

"Since we started with SMTP2GO, we have not experienced any negative issues regarding the service. The service
delivers as advertised, and the control panel and account pages are clear and understandable. We had no issues setting
up the SMTP parameters to allow our internal database to forward emails to our customer base on a daily basis (thanks…
Steve McGraw
RPM Freight & Logistics
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